
 TITLE  Will there really be a “Morning?” 

 COMPOSER  Craig Hella Johnson 
 -  Born in 1962, lives in Texas, conducts Conspirare, openly gay 
 -  Stresses importance of sincere emotional connection to performance 
 -  Signature “collage” style: through-composed…marry music and poetry to blend 

 sacred and secular, classical and contemporary, traditional and popular styles 

 LYRICIST  Emily Dickinson 
 -  1830-1886 New England Poet, largely unpublished in her lifetime 
 -  Religious, but secular in nature - found religion in everyday things 

 TEXT  Will there really be a “Morning”? 
 Is there such a thing as “Day”? 
 Could I see it from the mountains 
 If I were as tall as they? 

 Has it feet like Water lilies? 
 Has it feathers like a Bird? 
 Is it brought from famous countries 
 Of which I have never heard? 

 Oh some Scholar! Oh some Sailor! 
 Oh some Wise Men from the skies! 
 Please to tell a little Pilgrim 
 Where the place called “Morning” lies! 

 MEANING  -  Sarcastic/ nihilistic/ doubtful (the use of quotation marks) 
 -  Preposterous yet expected - goes beyond being about tomorrow’s morning, but 

 eternal mornings 
 -  Calls herself a “pilgrim” looking for the morning - desperate to �nd this she’ll look 

 anywhere for answers 

 DICTION  American English (Folk). Gentle Rs, tall vowels. 

 FORM  STROPHIC (A A  1  A  2  ) 
 -  Introduction: m1-7:  introduces melody in piano high register 
 -  A  :  m8-23:  Unison, introduces melody by singers. AB - ABA  1  C melodic phrase 

 setting the �rst verse of the poem, then responding D “Morning, Morning” phrase 
 written by Johnson. 

 -  Interlude  :  m24-30  : Piano introduces triplet motive in A  2 

 -  A  1  : m30-45  : Same melodic phrase form of A, with verse 2. S&A move in and out of 
 unison, with Altos taking the melody. Suspension in harmony, resolution in unison. 
 Adds to the “D” phrase with moving notes between the descending melody notes. 
 Features many M2 intervals. 

 -  Interlude: m45-48  : Quicker, reintroduces triplets 
 -  A  2  : m48-64:  Adds Triplet neighbor notes to the melody, S&A move in thirds. Less 



 unison moments. Most eighth note pickups are in unison. “D” phrase is simpli�ed 
 to original rhythm, but in descending thirds harmony. One M2 interval. 

 -  Coda: m65-77(end)  Restates the original “D” phrase, piano returns to opening 
 high register. Hemiola ⅔ “Where does morning lie” phrase. Mixed meter in the 
 accompaniment as S&A sustain �nal unison note. 

 METER  3/4 

 KEY/TONALITY  Gb Major. No modulation. Phrase form in each stroph: 

 I  I  IV  IV  ii  ii  V  6/4  V  IV  I  6  ii  vi  IV  V  I 

 A  B  A  1  C  D 

 TEMPO/FEEL  -  Flows in 3, lots of eighth note pickups that keep the phrases going 
 -  “Re�ective” 
 -  Rallentando → a tempo - a lot of push and pull, especially in the suspensions 

 COMPOSITIONAL 
 CHARACTERISTICS 

 -  Suspensions/ dissonance → consonance 
 -  Linear thirds/sixths 
 -  “Coming together” - harmony moving in counterpoint into unison 
 -  Flowing eighth notes in piano accompaniment 

 POTENTIAL PROBLEM 
 AREAS 

 -  Continuity of line/long phrases in one breath 
 -  Tracing line 

 -  Finding unison after being in harmony / tuning 
 -  Solfege 

 -  Eighth note releases 
 -  3/4 and 2/3  in A  2  section 

 -  Have sections trade in speaking rhythm syllables 

 VOCABULARY TO BE 
 INTRODUCED/ 
 REINFORCED 

 -  Suspensions/passing tones 
 -  Dissonance/Consonance (suspension → resolution) 
 -  Sequence (“5 1 | 2 3” repeating A theme) 
 -  Rallentando → a tempo 
 -  Polyrhythms: 3/4 and 2/3  in A  2  section 


